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Off-Campus activities include all work which is not carried out directly on UWA property. For many such activities this is of a routine, low risk nature which does not require specific risk assessment. For some, the category of activity implies that hazards could be encountered and Supervisors must give due consideration to assessment of risk and the need for related control measures. Fieldwork is defined as any approved practical work carried out by staff, students or volunteers for the purpose of teaching and / or research more than 5km outside urban areas. Remote fieldwork has additional implications as it includes working at greater distance from communications facilities, being in areas of little traffic, on waterways, in areas where available communication systems may not function adequately to obtain help and where medical or other emergency support is more than one hour away. 

Individual responses to questions can have associated notes and are marked as YES, NO, PARTIAL or N/A.
The overall topic assessment is summarised as COMPLIANT, OBSERVATION or NON-COMPLIANT with associated notes. Evidence must be provided to support all responses. This can be in the form of documentary evidence or by physical confirmation by a topic specialist.
1
Do hazard identification processes give consideration to specific task related situations or combinations of circumstances that could give rise to injury or illness and are associated risks adequately assessed and controlled?
Sight records of hazard identification, risk assessment or routine implementation of standard industry controls.

AS/NZS4801 4.4.6. and AS/NZS4801 4.4.6.3 


     
2
Are risks related to travel by air, overland and by boat included in fieldwork planning and is there a process to ensure that identified control measures are implemented?
Sight evidence that travel considerations are included in fieldwork plans.


      
3
Are participants in off-campus activities made aware of associated hazards, control measures which are to be implemented and are they sufficiently trained and supervised?
Is there a procedure which specifies an induction process/toolbox talk, training and appropriate supervision.


     
4
Is there a system to demonstrate and record that all risk control measures are implemented?
Sight completed checklists or other evidence that identified controls are implemented and monitored.


      
5
Are applications to undertake off-campus activities approved and by whom?
Sight evidence that senior managers give final endorsement to enable commencement off-campus activities. Managers can also formally delegate assessment of fieldwork or other similar proposed work to subject experts or related committees. This does not remove the responsibility from the manager but enables expert judgement to be applied as appropriate. This assists the manager in demonstrating due diligence by proactively identifying that personal expertise is not adequate to make properly informed risk decisions.


     
6
Are there appropriate first aid provisions for fieldwork?
Sight evidence that trained first aiders are included in fieldwork teams and are responsible for providing first aid using adequate first aid kit appropriate to the fieldwork undertaken.


      
7
Is additional training provided for supervisors to ensure understanding of restrictions to be observed in particular areas including fire hazards, cultural considerations, hazardous wildlife and other environment factors?
Check that there is specific supervisor training for fieldwork or other similar work which is appropriate for the tasks and activities to be undertaken. 


      
8
Is there a formal system specified for managing emergency situations appropriate for the type of work undertaken?
Sight procedures or instructions regarding management of emergency situations during fieldwork.


     
9
Is there a formal system specified for maintaining communications and managing potential evacuation of injured persons?
Sight procedures or instructions which provide guidance appropriate to the type of fieldwork undertaken.
 

     
10
What arrangements are made when hiring equipment to ensure that the equipment is suitable and safe for the task?
Sight procedures or guidance which require evidence that the equipment is safe for use and adequate for the purpose for which it is being hired.


      



     


